
1.  Houses of Worship:  First Baptist Church (burned out); Historic First Presbyterian (for sale; congregation is 

moving); Bethel Methodist Episcopal, aka Korean Methodist (congregation moved & it’s for sale); Bethel Assembly of 

God (has a demolition permit to become a parking lot for the new Sikh Ashram); Beth Hebree Synagogue (Steven 

Spielberg’s synagogue of youth has been vacant a very long time.) 

2.  Professional Bldg (once was Valley Natl Bank hq):  Art Deco beauty built in 1931, designed by Morgan, Walls & 

Clements w/ HH Green. 

3.  Vintage Signage (neon and otherwise):  Unlike Tucson, Phoenix does not have an ordinance to protect them or 

encourage restoration.  Many have been lost of the past 8 years or so and others are threatened by neglect. 

4.  St James and Madison hotels: Built in 1929 & 1909, respectively, they catered to railroad passengers arriving at 

Union Station. 

5.  WL Bobo house:  In the Garfield neighborhood, this lovely home has been vacant a long time and has a demolition 

permit pulled on it. 

6.  Lugo Bakery:  in a deteriorated state; a buyer is sought 

7.  Mrs. Neal house:  From 1921, designed by Lescher & Mahoney (it formerly housed Way Cool Hair.)  It’s in the 

Transit Overlay District. 

8. Pre-Statehood bldgs:  In the year of our state’s Centennial, there are several of concern, including:  Wm R Norton 

House, Leighton G Knipe house, Charles Pugh house (formerly Goldie’s 1895 restaurant), Steinegger Lodge (adjacent to 

Prof. Bldg.), Jones-Montoya house, & Sachs-Webster Farmstead. 

9.  Mid-Century Modern bldgs:  Many of concern as this era is less-widely considered historic being from the more 

recent past:  David & Gladys Wright house (By his father Frank Lloyd Wright), White Gates house by Al Beadle, 

Quebedeaux Chevrolet (Paper Heart), Richard Drover house 

10. General Motors Testing Laboratory (aka Imperial School Photography): this sizable 1937 Art Moderne 

structure has been vacant a very long time.  It was the first permanent proving ground in the West. 

11. Oakland-University Park neighborhood:  This historic neighborhood is in danger of being delisted from both the 

National and City historic registers due to inappropriate modifications and tear downs. 



12. Historic window demise: Lack of understanding of the Secretary of the Interior’s standards of what is or is not 

appropriate with respect to the restoration or replacement of historic windows has created a conundrum.  Historic 

windows are one of the character defining features of a building.  Inappropriate replacement of historic windows can 

trigger delisting of the property and n 

 


